Canadian Engineering Education Association - L'Association canadienne de l'éducation en génie
CEEA-ACEG Lifetime Service AWARD

CEEA-ACEG Lifetime Service
Award
NOMINATION DEADLINE: APRIL 15
This award recognizes those individuals who have, over the span of at
least 15 years, contributed significantly to the development of
engineering education in Canada, and have been significantly
committed to CEEA-ACEG. This award will only be granted when the
Nominations and Awards Committee (NAC) and the CEEA-ACEG Board
believe that a worthy candidate has been nominated (i.e., the award
may not be granted every year).

Championing the field of engineering
education through innovation and
research is both important and
courageous. It is important because it’s
critical to the development of the
profession; and it’s courageous because
in Canada, the field is still nascent.
Innovation and research in engineering
education are the agents of change.
Innovation in the classroom and
dedication to research in a fledgling
field at the beginning of an academic
career will grow the field of
engineering education in Canada;
people on this frontier need to be
supported and celebrated.

Process of Selection:
Eligibility criteria:
 Individuals who have played an active role (including significant
leadership) in engineering education in Canada over at least 15
years, including time spent committed to CEEA-ACEG

Selection criteria:
The Board will render its decision based on the nominee’s:
 Length of service in engineering education in Canada
 Cumulative length of service to CEEA-ACEG
 Impact of service on engineering education in Canada
 Impact of service on CEEA-ACEG
 The comparability of service relative to previous award winners
Award:
When granted, one award per year shall be given at the CEEA-ACEG
AGM, signified by an engraved plaque (CEEA-ACEG Emeritus status),
website Wall of Fame recognition, waived conference fees for the
year the award is given and for life, and lifetime CEEA-ACEG
membership. The recipient will be invited to give a conference talk at
the CEEA-ACEG annual conference the following year.

*Nominations due to CEEA-ACEG Head office by April 15 of each year
Email: NAC@ceea-aceg.ca



The NAC will seek out a yearly
nominee and develop a nomination,
as they see fit



NAC will prepare a file to support
each nomination



NAC will make a recommendation to
the CEEA-ACEG Board



The Board will render a final
decision based on the nominee’s file
and the NAC’s recommendation



Nominees whose applications are
rejected can be nominated again in
future years
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